
Noah Villalona Vision Statement 
 

Being a part of BBYO for the last 3 and a half years, I have learned many things. These 
things have ranged from learning about judaism all the way to even learning about who I am as 
a person. Before BBYO, I was sort of like that kid who kept to themselves and was afraid to 
reach out and meet new people. I had my close group of friends, but that was mainly it. Fast 
forward a few years, and now I am more outgoing and extroverted. This one organization has 
really shaped who I am, and now I want to give back to it.  
 

I am running for Godol with 2 big goals. First, I want to strengthen that brotherhood that 
initially got me so hooked in the first place. Second, I want to grow and expand each of the 
chapters in VAC.  
 

I believe that the brotherhood within VAC has been dying down a bit. Within my personal 
chapter, I see there are some seperate groups which are mainly divided by grade level. My goal 
is to get rid of those tiny groups and make it all one. As an 8th grader, I remember how great it 
was to be able to have a casual conversation with a junior or senior. I want to bring this back.  
 

If elected Godol, I will be as active as possible in helping with programming on the 
chapter level. Fun and interactive programs are the key to strengthening brotherhood. 
 

Through these past couple of years, it seems that each chapter has been 
gradually  losing members. This is a huge problem that needs to be solved. If elected godol, I 
will make it my number one priority to grow each chapter as much as possible. Recruitment is 
not just the moreh’s job. I expect everyone to pitch in to revive their chapter. Everyone needs to 
remember what got them so attached to BBYO in the first place, and then show prospects 
whatever that was. I promise if you are devoted to the prospect they’ll feel a part of the chapter 
and want to come back. 
 

My brother alephs, this year can and will be a comeback year for AZA. If elected, I 
promise I will give all I have in giving you the best BBYO experience I can offer. I know the 
goals I have can be reached, and I will do whatever it takes to reach them. 
 
Thanks, 
Noah 
 


